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For my comrades.
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messianic time
imagine there were no oppression to shape our identities. instead:
limitless forms of descriptive difference not essentialized and
politicized by violence. if we were to say I in such a world, we might
mean almost nothing but a historied, futured, networked locus of
desire
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radiant incipience
and if some came to say trans rights
and others came out since they thought
it’d be a big old party,
celebration of fuck the police,
a moment when the rules
might be suspended,
that’s all good. I mean,
the contradictions
of mass gatherings
interest me, it’s not
that I’m incurious,
but that I find those motives
are all one.
when the police locked comrades
in the library and lied
about it, our chant said
trans rights are human rights,
but what we meant was
rights won’t save us
if we don’t protect each other.
a comrade said
the read-in of trans authors was
the happiest she’d ever been
at any protest except
possibly a kiss-in once.
the revolution will need savvy
party planners, capable
of seeing
how the carnival’s already here.
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